
 

 

 

SUNSET TOUR OF ZADAR 

“Zadar has the most beautiful sunset in the world“- Alfred Hitchcock 

 

 

Highlights 

Professional English speaking chauffeur in a luxury black Mercedes car / minivan 

Wi-Fi & chilled water available inside the vehicle 

Private guided tour of Zadar old town 

Sea Organs & Greeting to the Sun  

Tour duration: approx. 6 hours 

Activities: Culture, History, Walking, Sightseeing 

Perfect for individuals, couples, small groups & families 

 

Trip Overview 

Zadar is an ancient city of exceptional history and rich cultural heritage situated in the heart of the Adriatic. During its 3000-

year-old history, Zadar has gone through many trials and tribulations emerging as the modern town and monument of 

several historic periods and cultures that we know today. 

Strolling the cobblestone streets with your expert local guide, you will get a chance to relive history and feel contemporary 

life of the present. Explore the Roman forum dating back to the 1st century, enjoy a refreshment while gazing at the 9th 

century St. Donatus church or the mighty fortifications walls before moving to the coastline to admire the significant 

contemporary architectural monuments that are located there. The Sea Organs, the first in the world, produce beautiful 

melodies as waves break against the shore and the ‘Greeting to the Sun’ is a remarkable installation made out of 300 

photo-sensitive glass plates that absorb daylight and transform into a wondrous light show as the sun begins to set. 

The tip of the southern quay where the Sea Organ and Greeting to the Sun are located has long been a treasured spot to 

watch the sunset over the islands of Ugljan and Pasman. In fact, this nightly spectacle so enchanted film director Alfred 

Hitchcock during his stay in Zadar in 1964 that he notably wrote: “Zadar has the most beautiful sunset in the world, 

applauded at every evening”.  

 

We can plan your private tour of Zadar to make sure you don’t miss the amazing sunset views! 

 

 

Private tour includes: 

° Professional English speaking chauffeur and private Mercedes sedan / minivan throughout 

° Expert local guide for walking tour of Zadar  

° Free time in Zadar  

° Parking, tolls, fuel, VAT and passenger insurance 

 

 

Not included:  

° gratuities, entrance tickets 

 

Price: from 79.00 Euro per person 

 

 

Our private tours are carefully tailored to our guests and their preferences by our experienced travel advisors. Contact us to 

discuss your wishes and create the perfect day tour for you. 

 

 

  


